Abstract -Problems ?dated to nonlinear model validation are infmite data is available. This has been studied by addressed and propettics associated with nonlinear detection, Hjalmarsson (1993) who showed that this can cause bias in diagnostic power, and asymptotic correction are analysed.
INTRODUCTION
The present study presents an extension of the work of Hjalmarsson (1993) and to the tests developed b. Zhu (1994, 1995) and relates to the validation of nonlinear models including neural networks.
An important step in system identification involves validating the estimated model. For parametric models this should include both the parameter estimates and the model structure.
Many authors have studied statistical validation procedures based on correlation analysis including Bohlin (197 1 , 1978), Box and Jenkins (1976) , Voon (1983, 1986 ), parametric models.
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There are three problems associated with traditional correlation based model validity tests. n e fmt 1s the need to check the whteness of the model residuals. Conventional model based correlation tests can give a false outcome when used to test nonlinear models Voon 1983, 1986 ). The second is the power of diagnosis. It has been noticed that some correlation functions exhibit less power when the noise and input variances are small (Billings and Zhu 1994) . Thirdly the tests are based on the assumption that where t = 1, 2, ... is a t h e index, F (.) represents either a linear or a nonlinear function and 3 t ) is the one step ahead predicted output. In systenb identification the delayed output, input, and residual vectors, and parameter vector are defined as 0-7803-3932-0
is called the x2 test, where P ( 6 N ) = (pij(eN)} is the covariance matrix of r(ON) under the null hypothesis (Hjalmarsson 1993 
Z(t) = [E(t) ~( t -1 ) e -. ] and the cross correlation test
between the input and residuals can be obtained by setting
and 
NONLINEARITY EXAMINATION
which represent higher order correlation functions. Applying the test to the example above by substituting (3.4) into (2.5)
gives In this and the following sections a set of infinite data will be assumed for analytical convenience, but it should be made clear that all the results presented are also applicable to the case with finite data length. An asymptotic correction mechanism is proposed in section four. Throughout all the stochastic processes will be assumed to be ergodic. To explain this problem, consider again the example given in the last section, when the variance of the noise sequence e(t)
is much smaller and the constant c in (3.6) becomes where all the elements are zero except the first element
The asymptotic problem can be addressed by following
Hjaharsson (1 993) who showed that for finite length of d a b
(constant cl) corresponding to T = 0 and xl(.) and x2(.) are i) the cross-covariance may not be a consistent estimate, remaining terms. In the proof E[E(t -i,e,) ] was used to replace E [ ~( t , eN)] at z = i.
Following the above statement the higher order correlation functions including delayed output terms as presented in section three also produce asymptotically correct correlation tests for nonlinear model validation with higher diagnostic power. For cross correlation tests between input and residual and all forms of corresponding x2 tests see Billings and Zhu 
